We present a systematic framework: for classifying, comparing and defining models of computadonalleamabili1y. Apart from the obvious 'uniformity' parameters we present a novel 'passiveness' notion that captures the difference between 'Guess and Test' learning algorithms and leamability notions for which consistency with the samples guaranlU3 success.
INTRODUCTION
Modes of learning based on a probabilistic process of viewing examples are very appealing. In a senSe such are cbe basis of our understanding of the world around us. Valiant [VI] bas presented a computational model of such a learning. Valiant's model has invoked many investigations and by now thece is a considerable body of results emcemiilg this notioo of computationalleamability ([BEHWIl, [BEHW2] , [B1l] , [B12] , [EHKVl, (HKLW] , [KLPV] , [LMRl, [N], [PV] , [V2] and others).
In spite of (or maybe because of) the clear intuition behind Valiant's model, different researchers have formed dif· ferent intezpreWions of it. The overall outcome seems a bit confusing, for an example [BEHW~] prove that a concept class is learnable if and only if it has a finite VC-dimension while [BH] prove the learnability of a wider family of classes and [LMR] establis~the leamability of classes that do not fit into any of the critesia presented elsewhele.
Of course some diffuences between the models are explicitly defined in the above-mentiooed papers, yet we have fOlDld that substantial diversity is due to subtle variations in the notion of leamability, variations that have so far remained impliciL The fU'Sl objective of this paper is to provide parameters along which existing notions of compntadooalleamability can be rigorously classified and new models systematically developed.
I
In section 3 we discuss uniformity parameters. The uniformity parameter applies to the size of the. random sample upoo which the learning function operates. It tells which variables (like the concept being studied or die probability distti· bution) can affect the size of the sample that the student receives. This parameter is usually explicitly defIned. The term 'non-uniform' is used in [B1l] to denote this meaning with respect to concepts, and [LMR] uses the term 'dynamic sampiing' to denote a similar idea with regards to distributions.
In section 4 we introduce a new notion -passiveness. This parameter comes to capture the difference between a student that waits passively till he gets all the information available and only at that point SUlIIS 'thinking', and the 'active' student that stops reading evuy so often and tries to figure out by herself what may come next. We formalize this intuition through focusing on a combinatorial property of the concept class rather then on the algorithm followed by the studenL [BEHWl] actually prove that in their model any learnable class is passively learnable, this property, for somewhat diffuent models, is implicitly assumed in [HKLW] .
The last parameter we introduce concerns the communication between the student and the teacher. We suggest to separate models that allow an interactive learning process from those in which the student cannot .II t.-. I rthr size of) the sample provided by the teacher.
Once we have defmed our parametezs and showed how they apply to weviously def'med models, we tum to a sysr.ematic analysis of the relative strength of the different models that emerge using the parametmza1ion. We concentrate 011 the uniformity and passiveness and show that different values of these parameters give rise to different families of Jeanable concept classes.
In the last section we consider 'proximity' between concept classes. We defme notions of 'covering' one class by anothQ and show that with respect to learnability they playa role similar to the role of reductions in computational complexity; If a class is coverable by a learnable one, then, the fust class is guaranteed to be learnable.
As an application of the covmng technique we can answer some questions from [LMR] and [B12] . We prove that models of lcamability defined in [LMR] and othm of [BI2] are, on one hand, pennissive enough so that any class of Lea- begue measurable sets in R" is learnable, and on the othQ hand, there exist some non learnable classes.
We have chosen to focus on one 1xanch fX computational Jeaming the3')': (a) The notions we discuss are I infonnation-theoretic in the sense that we care about the amount of information the student requires and ignore (the complcxityof) the computation he carries ouL (b) We concentrate on the question of leamability I8d1er than the complexity of the learning process. (c) The information passed to the student is of one type only -randomly chosen labeled samples. Yet. our approach is easily adaptable to variations in the setting, and we hope that it win be adq>ted by researchers working in other branches of the field.
BASIC DEFINITIONS
Following [vl] and others, we consider the problem of learning a;class C of concepts, i.e. subsets of a fIXed domain X. Given a concept c e C an example of c is a point xeX, along with the value of the characteristic function It: of c. A sequence of I examples constitutes an I-sample of c. The problem of leaming is the problem of recovmng the target COIIcept c , or at least a concept that approximates c, from a sample of c. We define a learning function F for C as a function from the set of samples to subsets of X (in most of the cases we discuss the range of FisC). The value of a learning funetion for a sample is called its hypothesis. (We would prefer a learning algorithm rathQ than function, however, in most of this paper we are not concerned with the computability of the learning functions.)
We assume that the examples are chosen independently according to a probability distribution D on X. To learn a concept from a passively learnable class "all you have to do" is to sort out hypotheses according to their consistency with the sample at hand. This'intuition is the reason we have chosen the term 'passive'.
In the preceding section we have been using the root 'active' in the names of th.e learnability notions. The term 'active' comes to indicate that the passiveness request is not part of the definition of those learning functions. Trivially, every PXeY o concept class is also AXeY o (where X,Ye (N,U)). We shall show in 4.2 that the converse may fail.
Analyzing known learning functions (e.g. in [Bill and [LMR] ) one can notice that learning functions, for nonpassively learnable' classes, employ a sch~e of 'guess and test'. On the basis of a part of the sample, they form (guess) some initial set of hypotheses and than test it against more instances supplied by the teacher. If non of the hypotheses in the initial set passes the test then the guess-and-test routiQe is re-applied. Such a scheme may succeed even when there are concepts consistent with the full sample and yet far from the target concept. The reason is, of course, that the statistical evidence gained by the agreement of a hypothesis with a sample that is independent of it, is much stronger than just the consistency of a hypothesis with the sample upon which it was formed.
A related issue that emerges from the examination of "active" learning algorithms is the degree of interaction between the student and the teacher in the learning process. Learning is non-interactive if the teacher can retire as soon as he had started the learning process by presenting a sample. Another possible scenario is one in which the student, after viewing some sample, may ask for another sample, or may decide upon the size of the sample he needs after he has already examined part of it. In this paper we do not investigate this interactiveness parameter, howevu we do believe that it deserves further attention.
In the next two subsections we examine the interrelations among the various families. Diagram 2 in the appendix summarizes these results.
Passive vs. active learnability
Technion -Computer Science Department -Technical Report CS0550 -1989 6 Restated in our terminology, the main result of [BEHWl] is that if a class C has fmite dimension then it is in PUcUJ), and on the other hand, every class in AUcU D has fmite dimension. Proof: Assume C is in PNcU o , i.e. for every concept c e C and every positive t,~,there is some I=I (c~/J) such that fa every disbibution D with probability~1~given a random I-sample every concept c'e C consistent with it is t-dose to c . ;.N .
The following theorem resembles P2 (from section 3). which itself is close to the target. concept e. The problem is that an arbitrary sample of e might not be consistent with ", in this case there is no guarantee that F will output a good approximation of 1 and thus e. We would like to supply F with examples outside lee. However, l,c and lee are not known. To solve this problem we notice that there exist 1 's such that lee has a low probability thus, if the sample S 1 is large enough then, with high probability, it has at least one subsampie (whose domain is) outside lee and is sufficiently large for F to output a hypothesis close to l. By applying F to all the subsamples of the appropriate size, it will output at least one hypothesis close to k and e. To select this one, we draw another sample S2. HypOtheses close to e will be highly consistent with S2 while those far from e will nol. If none of the hypotheses is consistent enough we increase the size of the sample S1 and repeat the whole process.
There is one more point to notice: By deleting from the sample examples that are in k ee we change the distribution D of the sample. However, this change can be kept small enough not to interfere witJt the result. 
Leti:=1 andS J =0.
(2) Ask for li-li-J examples and append chem to S J.
For every subset Q of i examples from SJ let ha::;A (el4,814,Q) .
Let Hi be the set of the sets found in the previous loop and let N be their nwnbet. 
